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Commonsense Knowledge in Sentiment Analysis of Ordinance
Reactions for Smart Governance
Abstract
Smart Governance is an emerging research area which has attracted scientific as well as
policy interests, and aims to improve collaboration between government and citizens, as
well as other stakeholders. Our project aims to enable lawmakers to incorporate data
driven decision making in enacting ordinances. Our first objective is to create a
mechanism for mapping ordinances (local laws) and tweets to Smart City Characteristics
(SCC). The use of SCC has allowed us to create a mapping between a huge number of
ordinances and tweets, and the use of Commonsense Knowledge (CSK) has allowed us to
utilize human judgment in mapping.
We have then enhanced the mapping technique to link multiple tweets to SCC. In order to
promote transparency in government through increased public participation, we have
conducted sentiment analysis of tweets in order to evaluate the opinion of the public with
respect to ordinances passed in a particular region.
Our final objective is to develop a mapping algorithm in order to directly relate
ordinances to tweets. In order to fulfill this objective, we have developed a mapping
technique known as TOLCS (Tweets Ordinance Linkage by Commonsense and
Semantics). This technique uses pragmatic aspects in Commonsense Knowledge as well
as semantic aspects by domain knowledge. By reducing the sample space of big data to
be processed, this method represents an efficient way to accomplish this task.
The ultimate goal of the project is to see how closely a given region is heading towards
the concept of Smart City.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Commonsense Knowledge, Complexity,
Data Mining, Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, Ordinances,
Pragmatics, Semantics, Sentiment Analysis, Smart Cities, Social Media, Text Mining,
Twitter, Urban Policy
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
This work focuses on the area of “Smart Governance”, which is part of a broad concept
in Artificial Intelligence known as “Smart City”. Smart Governance has been described
as “the capacity of employing intelligent and adaptive acts and activities of looking after
and making decisions about something” [55]. The use of technology in this realm enables
governments and lawmakers to achieve better decision-making capabilities. This also
helps in making democracy stronger, increasing participation among citizens and having
a greater influence on public welfare.
Legislative bodies issue ordinances, which are local laws passed in municipalities or
counties. It is important for lawmakers to gauge public sentiment towards ordinances.
With the rise in the number of social media sites and blogs, more people have a platform
to engage in discussions about ordinances. The social media site Twitter has been a
prominent medium for people to express their opinions on news events across the globe.
Hence, conducting sentiment analysis on tweets is an effective method for determining
public reaction.
The method we have chosen in order to gauge public satisfaction is by linking ordinances
to the tweets to which they are related. However, linking tweets to ordinances is not a
trivial operation. Both ordinances and tweets have an intricate language structure, and a
simple matching mechanism would not work. However, by making use of semantics as
well as pragmatics, we have been able to develop an effective method for mapping tweets
to ordinances.
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1.2 Problem Definition
This work is primarily concerned with the area of Smart Governance, with an emphasis
on urban policy. Our objective is to analyze ordinances (local laws) by taking into
account various reactions to ordinances expressed on social media platforms. Since our
objective is to determine to what extent ordinances contribute to establishing Smart City
Characteristics, our aim is to group ordinances into one of six different Smart City
Characteristics (SCC) [1] based on their relevant characteristics. A snapshot of the SCCs
is shown in Figure 1 (source [2]).
Figure 1: Smart City Characteristics [2]
The key objective that drives our research is to connect ordinances to relevant tweets by
taking into account their semantic relatedness. The process of matching is a non-trivial
operation and cannot be done my means of simple one-to-one keyword matching
techniques. Traditional techniques used in Machine Learning have not been found to be
suitable for this project as implementing such techniques would require huge datasets for
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training [3]. To the best of our knowledge, no prior research work has been done in the
area of ordinance mining, hence, there is an absence of datasets and training data in order
to implement machine learning techniques. Ours is thus pioneering work in the area. For
the purpose of matching ordinances with tweets, we aim to find a matching pair (O,T)
between every ordinance O and tweet T [53]. However, as there are millions of tweets
and thousands of ordinances, a simple mapping approach would result in a complexity
that would be computationally infeasible due to the extremely large mapping space. We
therefore propose to develop an efficient linkage approach which will reduce the number
of similarity computations while still being able to capture the semantic and pragmatic
aspects of ordinances and tweets.
1.3 Layout and Organization
The content in this thesis is organized as follows: in section 2, we discuss Commonsense
Knowledge (CSK) sources and describe in detail how we incorporated them into our
approach for linking ordinances to tweets. We also discuss the role of CSK in building
knowledge bases for tweets as well as ordinances. We then introduce the TOLCS
approach that was proposed by us and implemented to map ordinances to tweets. We also
discuss the field of sentiment analysis and how it applies to our work. In section 3, we
look at the classification tool developed for mapping tweets and ordinances to SCC
followed by a discussion of the TOLCS approach. Section 4 is concerned with evaluation
of our experiments and observations as well as discussions on experiments, the
challenges in this project as well as future contributions to this work. We explore a
literature on related work in section 5. Finally, we present a summary of our project and
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our contributions in section 6, which includes a section on technical contributions and
future work.




Twitter is a major source of data today with over 250 million users [4] and an estimated
500 million tweets sent each day [4]. Due to the vast number of tweets sent out each day,
it is a valuable source of data on public reactions to ordinances.
Our work involves mapping tweets to ordinances by taking into account mutual
connections with different Smart City Characteristics (SCC). To the best of our
knowledge, our work in this area represents a pioneering work in the field of mining
ordinances. In order to accomplish our objective, a two-step approach for mapping was
followed which takes into account the connection between ordinances and tweets. [53]
The connection is transitive in nature and the specific transitive property we invoke is: if
an ordinance relates to a tweet and a tweet relates to the same SCC, it can be inferred
that the ordinance bears some relation to the tweet. The existing sources of SCC data
[1][5][6] are limited to a set of identifying features which can be used for mapping. Thus,
this transitive method is more practical than a method which involves mapping a large
number of tweets and ordinances from different websites.
The first step in the mapping process was to connect ordinances to relevant tweets by
drawing on their semantic relatedness. Since ordinance to tweet matching is not a trivial
operation, a simple keyword matching algorithm is not a good approach for this. Also, we
did not have sufficient prior training data in order to address various issues. [53] This
approach made sense because classical sources of SCC data are finite and are restricted to
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only a limited set of identifying features which can be relied upon for mapping as shown
in Figure 1.
Developing the technique for mapping ordinances to SCC involved discovering
connections between SCCs and ordinances by making use of classical SCC sources
guided by Commonsense Knowledge. We also considered the mapping of tweets to SCCs
by drawing on such CSK. This approach enabled us to directly relate ordinances and
tweets to pertinent aspects of Smart Cities and also set the stage for sentiment polarity
classification as well as sentiment aspect analysis [9] of related tweets by using
appropriate methods to assess public opinion. This work aimed for a broader impact by
contributing to development towards smart cities. The task is to identify which SCCs
addressed by local laws or ordinances are passed by urban agencies in order to provide
feedback on how well urban policies head towards Smart City development in different
categories. The Figure 2 below shows the mapping approach we used in the first part of
the project.
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Figure 2: Mapping approach for mapping tweets and ordinances to SCC [53]
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2.2 Commonsense Knowledge
Commonsense Knowledge (CSK) has been an integral component of this work. CSK can
be best described as knowledge which is inherent in human beings but is not obvious to
machines. Encyclopedic knowledge tends to be factual and explicit, while CSK does not
have those traits. With the advent of the Internet, machines have been able to have greater
encyclopedic knowledge than humans. [44] Today, a gadget such as Amazon’s Alexa
would be able to provide more details on yesterday’s weather or the 10 highest rated
movies on IMDB (Internet Movie Database) than a human. However, machines with
encyclopedic knowledge do not possess commonsense reasoning, such as not littering on
an open street. Machines today fail to distinguish between seemingly similar but
unrelated objects, such as falsely classifying a bridge as a bench. [45]. While this trivial
example may not have much repercussion in the real world, another example where a
truck was misclassified as an overpass [45] can present risk to someone driving a car with
such a feature. Hence, the use of CSK helped us to capture intuitive human judgment and
make matches to the closest matching SCCs. The context-dependent nature of
Commonsense Knowledge can be affected by reporting bias [46] and requires us to
consider multiple modalities. Common sense can be partitioned into three dimensions:
i) Common sense of objects in the environment.
ii) Common sense of object relationships such as taxonomic or spatial
iii) Common sense of object interactions, such as actions, processes and procedural
knowledge.
Based on this discussion, the various sources of CSK are explained below.
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2.2.1 WebChild
WebChild repository [10] [11] comprises of Commonsense concepts from large amounts
of data along with their properties and relationships. Today, there has been a rise in
automatically constructed knowledge bases (KBs) online such as Google’s knowledge
graph [47] and IBM Watson project [48]. Today, dbpedia.com and freebase.com
represent the largest publicly available KBs, however, the strength of these KBs is
taxonomic and factual in nature, and not having knowledge which Machines would
benefit from having such knowledge. The WebChild repository seeks to contribute in this
area as a method for automatically extracting and cleaning commonsense properties from
the web [10]. WebChild has more than 4 million triplets for fine grained relations such as
hasSubstance, hasProperty, etc. The KB makes use of a Label Propagation graph for
learning domain and range set, as well as extension of such relations to large scale.
Graphs which connect nouns, adjectives and WordNet senses by weighted edges are built
and sense relatedness and pattern statistics are used to get edge weights. WordNet and
Web data are used to get seeds in order to start the LP graphs and LP algorithms are used
to get assertions of good quality for refined connections between noun senses and
adjective senses [11]. A partial screenshot of the WebChild repository can be seen in
Figure 3 herewith.
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Figure 3: Snapshot of WebChild repository [63]
2.2.2 WordNet
WordNet is an electronic lexical database for the English language which was developed
at Princeton University [14]. WordNet represents a semantic network linking words and
groups of words by using lexical and conceptual relations which are represented by label
arcs. Synsets represent building blocks of unordered sets of synonymous words and
phrases. Synsets can include one or more sentences which illustrate the synonyms’ usage.
For example, the word “base” appears in different synsets such as floor, basis, root, and
infrastructure. WordNet comprises of four components – each having synsets with
words from 4 categories: nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. WordNet has more than
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100,000 synsets , which consists of 81,000 noun synsets, 13,600 verb synsets, 19,000
adjective synsets and 3,600 adverb synsets. In WordNet, noun concepts are linked as
specific concepts to general ones and are derived from entity types vs instances. Another
relation among noun synsets is metonymy, where synsets denoting parts, components and
members are linked to those denoting a whole part [59].
Inheritance is an important component of WordNet. Inheritance relates to relations
which are based on hierarchy building. For example, if a car has four wheels then a
racecar would have four wheels as well. However, upward inheritance does not apply
here i.e., a car has four wheels, that does not mean that every vehicle has four wheels.
WordNet has been widely used in the area of Natural Language Processing (NLP),
especially in the area where a particular word can have multiple senses. However, with it
being a lexical resource, does not provide syntactic information.
Figure 4: Sample search on WordNet [60]
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2.2.3 Cyc
The Cyc project is one of the oldest projects in AI. The project is based on the idea that a
core of knowledge which provides context for novel learned information results in
effective machine learning [61]. The project’s long-term goal is to automate the building
of a formal representation of the world in the Cyc knowledge base using machine
learning and build a repository of commonsense knowledge in machines. Cyc comprises
of three components – a knowledge base (KB), an inference engine and a natural
language system. The Cyc KB has more than 3.2 million fact and rules which describe
approximately 300,000 concepts. The natural language system has a lexicon which is
responsible for mapping words as well as phrases to Cyc concepts, as well as a parsing
and generation subsystem, which translates English to CycL [61]. Cyc has been effective
in both driving a learning process as well as showing results.
2.2.4 DBpedia
DBpedia is a web project designed to get structured content from Wikipedia pages and
make the information available on the Web. It allows users to perform complex queries
for Wikipedia datasets and find links between Wikipedia data and other datasets [62].
The project aims to address one of the key challenges in the area of Computer Science –
combining structured information in the world in order to answer complex queries
dealing with semantics. The project is concerned with deriving a diverse data corpus from
Wikipedia. The project consists of an information extraction framework from which
information extraction , clustering and querying can be done. Its dataset consists of 103
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million RDF triplets, which can be applied to a variety of semantic web applications. The
use of various interfaces and access modules allows datasets to be accessed from Web
services and can also be imported using other applications. The DBpedia dataset holds
information on approximately 2 million objects. Datasets may contain specific
information or meta-data without specific semantics. We used the Search DBPedia.org
application to explore datasets on DBpedia. A snapshot of various components related to
DBpedia is shown below in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Snapshot of DBpedia [62]
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2.3 Smart City Characteristics
“Smart City” refers to a concept in which cities around the globe are more
technologically advanced and more efficient with the ultimate aim of improving the
quality of life among its residents. The residents of a Smart City work together to achieve
common values such as energy efficiency, transparency in government, and conservation
of environment. Smart City Characteristics represent closely related building blocks
which contribute to a Smart City system. The rapid urbanization in the world today has
given rise to several challenges in improving urban living in different parts of the world.
There are six characteristics, known as “ Smart City Characteristics”, which serve as
building blocks for a Smart City system.
Some of the global efforts of promoting engagement in the area of Smart Cities can be
seen on the IEEE Smart Cities website [49][50]. Via this initiative, IEEE aims to help
different towns and cities to manage their transition to urbanization. It also hopes to
promote awareness about the advantages as well as disadvantages of technology and how
it can be used appropriately. With the world population expected to double by 2050 [49],
there is an increased need to have intelligent, sustainable environments while having
minimal impact on it. By bringing together different aspects of technology, government
and society, the organization aims to make the transition towards Smart Cities efficient.
The source of SCC in our work is derived form a widely accepted tech report from TU
Wien [1]. This report offers a perspective on medium-sized cities by identifying their
strengths and weaknesses by taking into account a range of factors related to the concept
of “Smart Cities”. The rise in globalization has brought about rapid changes in
production and consumption, which carries significant effects on the development of
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cities. Cities in Europe face a huge challenge of integrating competition with sustainable
development, and this will likely have an impact on urban quality and housing [38]. Most
research on globalization today tends to focus on “alpha cities” or metropolises. Hence,
medium-sized cities have not received much attention. Assigning rankings to different
cities has been a popular way for gauging potential for different urban region for the past
few decades, as a higher ranked city will have better marketing capabilities. However,
this approach has several drawbacks, namely, that it fails to consider complex
relationships in regional development and that it ignores long-term development
strategies while strengthening existing stereotypes. To use a better approach, the report















The detailed explanation about Smart Cities in the TU Wien report and is being used as a
basis for this work.
If a tweet or ordinance is found to reference any of the above aspects, it can be inferred
that it is likely to relate to Smart Living. However, these expressions are not likely to be
inspected in ordinances, which can be subtle. In order to automate the process, we rely on
CSK web sources such as WebChild and WordNet.
WebChild and WordNet have served as the two main sources of CSK to build the
Knowledge Bases (KB) in this work. The KBs are text based and contain terms for
specific Smart City Characteristics which are derived from CSK repositories, as well as
SCC sources, with the aid of Natural Language Processing and semantic linking. The size
of these domain KBs can further be increased by applying techniques such as knowledge-
based extraction of text [5] [12] as well as association rule mining.
2.4 Methodology:
Our process starts by identifying connections between SCCs and ordinances by using
classical sources of SCC which are guided by Commonsense Knowledge (CSK) from
web-based data repositories. We then consider mapping tweets with SCCs by drawing on
the relevant CSK. This allows us to link ordinances and tweets to relevant aspects of
Smart Cities which also forms a basis for sentiment polarity classification [5] [7] [8] as
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well as sentiment analysis of relevant tweets which allows us for public opinion
assessment [9]. The mapping technique is then enhanced to allow for mapping of tweets
and ordinances to multiple SCC. Finally, we develop a technique to link individual
ordinances to tweets by drawing on their semantic relatedness.
This work serves to make a broad impact by indirectly making a contribution towards the
development of Smart Cities. Once we identify which SCCs are being referred to by local
laws, feedback can be provided on how urban policies can relate to Smart City
development throughout different categories. This work also relates to the area of Social
Sensing. Public reactions derived from opinion mining can enable urban councils and
management agencies to judge public reaction. This can help us assess the appeal of SCC
among the public which provides useful feedback to agencies which enables them to
provide better policies for Smart City development. The analysis involves invoking
different concepts from Natural Language Processing (NLP), Commonsense Knowledge
(CSK) and text mining.
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2.5 Mapping Tweets and Ordinances to SCCs
The first step of this project involved building an algorithm to map tweets and ordinances
to SCCs. A single ordinance or tweet can map to one or more SCCs [53]. The ordinances
and tweets are linked to the SCCs having the most relevant number of features. By using
WebChild and WordNet as the main CSK sources, domain-specific knowledge bases on
Smart City Characteristics have been built. The knowledge bases are text based and have
terms relevant to Smart City Characteristics derived from CSK repositories and SCC
sources using NLP and semantic matching. The linking algorithm used for this process is
shown below in Figure 6:
Figure 6: Algorithm used for tweet to SCC mapping [53]
The CSK concepts are deployed to semantically relate to terms x in ordinance text T to
SCCs. This is denoted as C(T,x). If a tweet or ordinance text contains the term smoke
detector, CSK concepts will help us to semantically relate this term with the SCC Smart
Environment through the CSK properties of smoke detector which are relevant to the
SCC. We find this information in domain KBs derived from SCC and CSK sources. It is
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possible that a single ordinance may map to multiple SCCs. In that case, their
occurrences would be counted towards multiple categories. For example, if a term
sustainability occurs in an ordinance, the ordinance would be counted under the
characteristics of Smart Mobility as well as Smart Environment. The aggregate SCC
counts are examined, and each ordinance is accordingly linked to SCC with the
maximum number of relevant features. [53] CSK plays an important role in finding
semantic relatedness for this type of mapping via concepts, properties, etc. Tweets are
mapped to SCCs using a similar CSK guided procedure. Then, we output the linkages
between ordinances and tweets via mutual SCC connection. This approach is summarized
in the algorithm above in Figure 6.
The next step of the project was to enhance the original technique to map multiple
ordinances and tweets to SCC. The mapping to different SCC depends on weights of
relevant terms assigned to them. For example, if an ordinance has three terms – two
related to Smart Mobility and the third related to Smart Governance, the ratio of Smart
Mobility: Smart Governance is 2:1. [52] An ordinance or tweet could contain a
significant number of terms related to a single SCC, and other terms may be ignored if
they are not relevant to the core message of the tweet. This feature can be determined by
a threshold, which can be adjusted as needed. Below is the algorithm we used for
mapping ordinances and tweets to SCCs. For each word mapping, we use two techniques
for word normalization – stemming and lemmatization, which returns the words in tweets
to their root forms when determining a match with a term in the SCC knowledge base.
Both stemming and lemmatization operations have been performed in this work using
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NLP libraries in Python. Figure 7 present our algorithm for mapping tweets and
ordinances to Smart City Characteristics (SCCs).
Figure 7: Algorithm for mapping tweets and ordinances to SCCs [52]
This algorithm invokes a transitive property that if an ordinance maps to one or more
SCCs and if the tweets map to the same SCCs, the ordinances broadly map to the tweets.
This property can be used to determine actual ordinance to tweet mapping on a broad
scale. This ordinance-tweet mapping does not deal with the finest levels of granularity
and maintains a connection at the level of relevance to SCCs. A sample of various SCC
domains that the ordinance / tweet is mapped to is presented in the Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8: Sample SCC Domains [52]
2.6 The TOLCS Approach
An approach called TOLCS (Tweet Ordinance Linkage by Commonsense and Semantics)
is proposed in order to link ordinances to relevant tweets [51]. This method uses
Commonsense Knowledge (CSK) and text similarity methods in order to capture
pragmatics and semantics. Rather than figuring out the similarity between every tweet
and ordinance, we use external knowledge sources to design blocking steps which result
in candidate matching pairs. A reduction of the linkage complexity is done to improve
efficiency in mapping. The contributions made by this approach are as follows:
i) A knowledge base (KB) for Smart Cities and Ordinances is constructed using
sources of SCCs as well as ordinances websites. We harness CSK from different
repositories worldwide in order to build the KB.
ii) A blocking mechanism was designed to reduce the mapping space between the
tweets and ordinances using the KBs.
iii) Extensive experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of TOLCS.
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The TOLCS methodology is based on the previous mapping methodology used for
mapping tweets and ordinances to SCC and is shown in figure 9.
Figure 9: Proposed ordinance to tweet mapping technique [51]
2.7 Sentiment Analysis
In our research, sentiment analysis is conducted in order to discover knowledge with
respect to opinion mining of ordinances to tweets. The task focuses on assessing whether
a sentiment expressed in a piece of writing is “positive”, “negative” or “neutral”, and also
whether the writing heads in a particular direction of polarity, such as “strongly positive”,
or “strongly negative.” Sentiment analysis serves as the basis for opinion mining, which
involves discovering patterns or knowledge from people’s opinions. The area of
sentiment analysis has seen an increase in the number of research activities as it has
applications in a wide variety of areas such as business, politics and law.
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We use SentiWordNet [13] as the primary database for Sentiment Analysis in this work.
This has been built for guiding sentiment classification and opinion mining.
SentiWordNet makes groups of words as synonym sets and annotates them by how
positive or negative the words are. Hence, terms are classified into either positive,
negative or neutral based on their polarity. If a word has multiple meanings, the meanings
have different scores assigned to them.
For example, the word estimable when it pertains to computation has a neutral score,
while the same word in the sense of “deserving respect” has a positive score of 0.75. We
employ a semi-supervised learning method using SentiWordNet. This helps to
incorporate subtle human judgment into the mining processes. The algorithm for
implementation of sentiment analysis is given below in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Implementation of sentiment analysis [52]
This algorithm helps us in polarity classification of tweets obtained from twitter. The
selection of relevant tweets and mapping them to relevant ordinances is guided by CSK.
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The domain KBs from WebChild and WordNet help to distinguish the relevant tweets in
the first step and is followed by mapping tweets to ordinances.
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3. Implementation Details:
3.1 Smart City Classifier Tool
A Smart City Classifier Tool was built in Python using the methodology discussed in the
earlier section. The application works by semantically relating n terms in an ordinance
text to Smart City Characteristics (SCC). It can be possible for terms in ordinances to
overlap with multiple SCCs. In that case, the term would result in a count increase for
both SCCs. The aggregate SCC counts are linked to SCC with the maximum number of
relevant features. CSK helps to find semantic relatedness for mapping via different
concepts and properties. Finally, we find the linkages between ordinances and tweets via
mutual SCC connections. Our mapping principle can be summarized as: if an ordinance
maps to a particular SCC and the same SCC maps to a particular tweet, the ordinance can
be mapped to the tweet. The Figure 11 below shows a snapshot of the GUI (Graphical
User Interface) for this tool.
Figure 11: Snapshot of Smart City Classifier Tool
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3.2 TOLCS Approach Description
TOLCS comprises of three steps when mapping ordinances with their respective tweets.
Smart City Characteristics such as Smart Governance and Living are used as a nexus
between ordinances and tweets, since these SCCs are finite compared to an
overwhelming number of ordinances and tweets. CSK from different repositories
worldwide is used, as well as SCC sources to build Knowledge Bases (KB) relating to
each SCC. CSK and ordinance websites can be further used to build KBs with relevant
ordinances terms which incorporate domain knowledge on urban policy. So, for each
ordinance department, an ordinance KB was built. Our implementation of TOLCS has the
following three steps.
1. The mapping space was reduced by broadly relating large groups of ordinances and
tweets, with SCC as a nexus.
2. For each SCC group, the mapping space was trimmed by relating smaller groups of
ordinances and tweets by mutual relevance with each department’s ordinance KB.
3. With a finer mapping space being obtained, specific ordinances were linked to
tweets using properties of text similarity and semantic relatedness.
Based on this discussion, the TOLCS algorithm based on this approach is shown below in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12: TOLCS Algorithm [51]
Considering Smart city KBs and ordinance KBs, a semantic similarity between an
ordinance and tweet is calculated if they are found to be matching with the same SCC and
ordinance department. In the algorithm above, lines 2-7 result in a complexity of
O((m+n)(p+q)), where m and n represent ordinances and tweets and p and q represent the
number of SCCs in Smart City KBs and departments in Ordinance KBs. Since the
number of SCCs is less than 12 and ordinance departments is less than 25, p and q are
relatively small constants. The time complexity is then reduced from O((m+n)(p+q)) to
O(m+n). As we are dealing with millions of tweets, the decrease in time complexity is
significant. If 10 million tweets are found initially, the number is reduced to 1000 for
similarity computation, which represents a decrease of 4 orders of magnitude. Building
the KB represents a one-time effort but can be used repeatedly once it is built.
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3.3 TOLCS Approach Implementation
For the implementation of TOLCS, we build Smart City KBs using sources of SCC such
as [1] as well as sources of CSK such as WebChild [10] and WordNet [14]. The
ordinance KBs are built using the NYC legislative websites [15] as well as CSK sources
used to build Smart City KBs. For the experiments here, over 5000 tweets from the NYC
area were used.
When measuring the similarity for linking ordinances to tweets, the skip-gram model [16]
is applied to embed root words in ordinances and tweets in a manner which preserves
semantics. For an ordinance and tweet, the similarity factor is measured as an average
pairwise cosine similarity between the enclosed word embeddings. These capture the
pragmatic and semantic aspects when mapping ordinances to tweets.
Cosine similarity works by ignoring the magnitude and focusing on the orientation of
texts. This allows for detection of similarities between a larger document with the same
theme as a shorter document.
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4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Experiments and Observations on Mapping Ordinances and tweets to SCC
For the first part of the project, we conducted an evaluation of mapping ordinances and
tweets with SCCs using large amounts of real data from publicly accessible websites on
ordinances and tweets. A summary of the experimental evaluation is as follows.
We had gathered large amounts of historical data on ordinances from the NYC council
website [15], which is openly available to the public. A portion of the website is seen in
Figure 14. The ordinances are first extracted into a machine- readable form and subjected
to preprocessing step such that only their textual content is retained. Other attributes such
as “Prime Sponsor”, “Council Member Sponsor” are filtered out during the preprocessing
phase. The textual content of the ordinances serves as input to our algorithm which
conducts the ordinance to SCC mapping. A sample ordinance and its SCC mapping is
shown below in figure 13.
Sample Ordinance: A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New
York, in relation to amending the district plan of the Downtown – Lower Manhattan
business improvement district to change...
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Figure 13: SCC Mapping for sample ordinance [52]
With reference to this ordinance excerpt, our algorithm relies on SCC Domain KBs and
comes to the conclusion that only term relevant to the Smart Economy characteristic is
business, while many terms are relevant to Smart Governance such as law and district
plan as summarized in the table above.
We use the NYC legislative council as the source of the ordinances, shown in Figure 14
below. The tweets are mapped using the mapping algorithm described in Figure 5. We
consider different terms from input tweets and ordinances and assign weights to them.
This helps us find how relevant the tweets and ordinances are to SCCs based on different
threshold levels. The tweets and ordinances are then entered as input in our GUI as
shown in Figure 11, and we receive a mapping of the relevant SCC or “No Mapping” if a
relevant mapping is not found.
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Figure 14: The New York City Council Website [15]
Let us take the example of another ordinance obtained from this NYC source:
“A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to
authorizing an increase in the amount to be expended annually in seven business
improvement districts and two special assessment districts.”
For this ordinance, we get the following mapping results: Smart Governance (50%) and
Smart Economy (50%). Hence, the ordinance relates to both SCCs at roughly an equal
level.
To illustrate the example of tweet to SCC mapping, we take the examples of two tweets:
i) Problem with education system is unequal funding of public schools based off
property tax zip codes, promoting inequality
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Here, the number of SCC terms equals 3. The weight of terms for Smart Economy versus
Smart Governance is 2:1
ii) Adding plants to your home or office has so many benefits such as reducing stress
and increasing productivity
Here, the number of SCC terms equals 1. The tweet maps to Smart Environment.
The outcomes of the mapping are submitted for assessment to domain experts from the
Department of Earth and Environmental studies at Montclair State University. The
experts define ground truth such that they identify a mapping to be correct if it agrees
with their judgment. This is considered as True Mapping (TM ). If the experts disagree





and this metric is used in accuracy evaluation.
In this research, we do not consider true negatives and false negatives since their
definition requires deeper insights and more complex discussions with domain experts.
The results of the evaluation are as follows:





Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3
Ordinance & Tweet - SCC Mapping
accuracy
Tweets Ordinances
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From the evaluations, we found that 88% of the ordinances were correctly mapped while
78% of tweets were correctly mapped.
4.2 Experiments and Observations on Mapping Ordinances to tweets.
For evaluating TOLCS, real data from two NYC ordinance sessions was used: Session 1
(2010-2013) and Session 2 (2014-2017), as seen in [15]. Tweets from the NYC area were
chosen.
These are examples of linking ordinances to relevant tweets:
"A Local Law to amend the New York
city charter, in relation to planning for
resiliency to climate change as a
responsibility of the office of long-term
planning and sustainability."
RT @NRDC: Climate change poses a threat
to national security-and the Pentagon
doesn’t seem inclined to keep quiet about
"Red pandas, climate change, and the fight
to save forests | Stories | WWF change
believers”
Remember the very warm winter in NYC that
liberals said was proof of climate change?
Now that we're having the coldest winter
ever here…”
A Local Law to amend the administrative
code of the city of New York, in relation to
tax exemption and abatement for certain
rehabilitated buildings as authorized by
section 488-a of the real property tax law
@NYCSpeakerCoJo @MarkGjonajNY\\n\\"the
rent is too damn high, property taxes are too
damn high, the subways are in a …
As property taxes go up, so does the rent. 44%
increase since 2013 completely unsustainable &
a big reason NYC has become so unaffordable."
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In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the mapping, we looked at the evaluation of three
different domain experts. If an expert agreed with the linkage, the linkage was considered
to be accurate. We measure precision as a percentage of accurate linkages.
The performance evaluation of TOLCS can be seen in the figure below. We observe that
about 77% of the ordinances and tweets linked by TOLCS are accurate.
Figure 16: Summary of TOLCS evaluation
4.3 Experiments and Observations on sentiment analysis of ordinances and tweets
We use tweets from the NYC region for purposes of sentiment analysis. For sentiment
analysis, we use a dictionary-based sentiment scoring mechanism based on
SentiWordNet. Sentiment scores between -1 and 1 are assigned. The method we choose
is domain-independent as it is based on prior knowledge of the sentiment values assigned
to different words. The approach works by weighting each sense with a geometric series
ratio of ½. This is done so that the senses which occur most frequently have a more
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We use the following examples to conduct sentiment analysis of tweets:
Tweet: and now... time to get ready for my exercise class... what a fun morning this
has been
Sentiment score: 0.43 (positive)
Tweet: "Ok this sucks, I'm still feeling under the weather, but, i'm soldering on. I'm
in the office today. Sunday night I had a 103 deg temp. "
Sentiment score – 0.29 (negative)
We send the polarity classification for evaluation from experts, who assess it as correct or
incorrect depending on whether or not they agree with the sentiment expressed in the
tweet. Accuracy is then calculated as the percentage of correct assessments of all polarity
classifications. On the basis of this, the overall evaluation receives an average accuracy
of 84%. The results from three domain experts are given below.
 Domain Expert 1 – Accuracy = 83%
 Domain Expert 2 – Accuracy = 81%
 Domain Expert 3 – Accuracy = 88%
We then summarize the public reactions expressed on all tweets and express the results in
the pie chart below in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Polarity Classification of Tweets
This figure indicates that on the whole, the public is satisfied with the ordinances in
NYC, since there are more positive tweets than negative and neutral ones. However,
since there are still some negative and neutral tweets, it implies that there is scope for
improvement in urban policies, especially with respect to Smart City initiatives.
Furthermore, we also analyzed the public satisfaction with respect to each SCC, the












POLARITY CLASSIFICATION OF TWEETS
Positive Negative Neutral
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From the results above, we see that the public is most positive about tweets related to
Smart Living and is the least positive about those related to Smart Environment. On the
whole, the public seems content with many of the urban policies pertaining to different
Smart City Characteristics. From our observations, we can conclude that NYC exhibits
characteristics which shows that it is leaning towards a Smart City. These results can be
provided as feedback to different agencies in order to help them make decisions
regarding Smart Cities in general and NYC in particular.
4.4 Challenges
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first of its kind in the field of Smart
Governance. We encountered several challenges when mapping tweets and ordinances to
SCC:
a) Extraction and analysis of tweets is very difficult due to their informal language.
b) Excessive use of acronyms is rampant in tweets due to the limited number of
characters in tweets, which further increases the difficulty in analysis.
c) Due to the limited coverage of tweets, 1/3 of the mentions cannot be linked to
Wikipedia mentions.
d) There are several degrees of uncertainty associated with Named Entity Extraction
(NEE) and Named Entity Disambiguation (NED).
We have been able to map ordinances and tweets to SCC on a broad level of semantic
relatedness. Due to this, a few of the ordinance and tweet mappings have been observed
to have lack of precision with respect to their SCC identification.
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In the case of sentiment analysis, the domain experts have been asked to assess our
classification of sentiments evoked by tweets. The polarity classification of tweets has
been found to be mostly accurate. This means that if a tweet was classified as “positive”
by our method, the experts have also determined that this is “positive” on the basis of
ground truth defined by them. However, we have also found instances of incorrect
polarity classification since tweets do not follow a systematic grammar structure, which
makes it difficult to get semantic patterns in a few instances.
While mapping ordinances to tweets, we have been able to reduce the complexity from
polynomial time to linear time as shown in our calculations. There are several challenges
faced when establishing a mapping technique between ordinances and tweets. The
primary obstacle we have faced is that tweets do not follow a standard language structure,
and they include different acronyms and hashtags. This makes establishing relationships
between ordinances and tweets very difficult. Through our experiments, we have
achieved the best possible results by using our proposed methods in this work. However,
additional research needs to be done if the accuracy can be improved using other text
similarity / machine learning techniques. This calls for further research and presents the
scope for future work by others working in the area.
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5. Related Work
The dramatic rise in the number of social media users in the past decade has brought
about different opportunities to analyze data from users which has applications in various
fields such as business, economics and politics. While there has been tremendous activity
in the area of social mining, previous work in this area is very different from our work.
The activity of predicting links on social networks [18] has a long history.
However, existing methods have been focused towards creating links between
homogenous nodes, for example finding connections among users of a social network.
There has also been some interest in the area of entity resolution [19]. There have only
been a few approaches which focus on open-domain linking between arbitrary entities
and concepts [20] [21] [22]. However, these approaches involve dealing with structured
data. Data in this form have different attributes. Our work is different in that we are
trying to connect two forms of unstructured text for a given natural language. While
terms in ordinances are expressed using formal language, which includes various legal
terminologies, social media posts use language which is very informal, including
hashtags, URLs, etc.
5.1 Smart Cities
With the advent of increased social media use in the past decade, we have seen a lot of
work in the area of social media mining. However, our work involving tweets and Smart
Governance is novel. Link prediction is an active research in the area of social networks
[23] [24]. However, most research in the area is in the area of predictions related to
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connections between users. Various attempts have also been made in order to solve
problems related to entity resolution as well as resource allocation [19]. While ample
work has been done in other areas, there has been only a handful of research in the area
of finding connections between arbitrary entities [5] [25] [26]. Moreover, the research in
these areas involve looking at structured data, which have objects with different
attributes. In contrast, our work involves finding connections between unstructured
language texts. While the ordinances we work with are written in formal language, tweets
have a very informal language with the use of different hashtags, URLs and emojis.
An important area of research in the area of social media mining is unsupervised topic
modeling and trend detection. [27]. An example can be seen in [28], where hashtags
were analyzed using a fuzzy-based approach in an attempt to investigate trends in hashtag
popularity. However, this cannot be easily applied for mapping tweets to a set of
ordinances, which we have taken into account in our research. Vector based
representations of elements [29] are insufficient when we have two heterogenous items as
in our case. Recent approaches involving linking social media text have relied on
supervised classification. While standard methods can be used for predicting links
between heterogenous items [36], the relatively short length and variability of tweets
makes it difficult for large training sets to accurately cope with them. It also leads to data
sparsity. The TweetSift system [30] classifies tweets by topic while using external entity
knowledge and topic enhanced word embeddings. The embeddings result in topic-
specific word embeddings where different senses of ambiguous words can result in
different representations. This model makes an assumption that entities such as signals
for specific twitter users can be determined from the knowledge base. In contrast, our
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methodology uses generic Commonsense Knowledge without the use of a detailed
labeled training set.
Based on a literature survey of various such works, we claim that our research on
ordinance and tweet analysis with respect to Smart City Characteristics is pioneering in
this area, as previous work has not considered a setting involving the aforementioned
topics. This claim is to the best of our knowledge. Our work herein certainly propels
more joint work on topics in urban studies, data mining and related fields.
There has been much attention given to Smart Cities in recent years. We have seen that
buses in Barcelona are run on routes which achieve optimal power consumption. [1]
Also, canal lights in Amsterdam are automatically able to adjust their brightness based on
pedestrian usage [1]. A previous work [31] describes how automated vehicles can be
enhanced by using Commonsense Knowledge. These advancements can be classified as
the “Smart Mobility” characteristic. There has also been significant research done in the
use of technology for fighting crime, [32] which was developed as part of the EU
ePOOLICE project. This work falls under “Smart Living.” In another work, [33], we see
the Smart Environment characteristic being targeted via cloud computing solutions for
data centers. Scenarios were analyzed where greater energy efficiency was achieved
using cloud models while meeting productivity targets. Security, privacy and availability
were key issues discussed for using cloud computing in greening of data centers. Data
centers which have free cooling, as addressed in [34] considering temperature, humidity
and other factors fall under the concept of “Smart Environment.” In [35], an algorithm
was shown to save trips on cooperative pickup and delivery, which loosely falls under
“Smart Economy”. The research conducted on [36] is seen to fall under the category of
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“Smart People”. This described a process of addressing an aspect of 21st century
education suing collocation-based writing aids. In another piece of research seen in [26],
we see a contribution towards “Smart Environment” by estimating air quality via analysis
of pollutant data. Hence, we observe various research activities which contribute to each
of the Smart City Characteristics. The research that is presented in our work seeks to
make an impact by advocating for deployment of Commonsense Knowledge in the field
of Smart Cities.
5.2 Enabling Data Driven Research for Smart Governance
The first mention of the words “Smart” and “Governance” can be traced back to a
World Bank report which dealt with reforming civil service [37]. Today, governments
around the world face numerous challenges, most of which are beyond the reach of
traditional institutions to tackle. From tacking policies related to pollution to government
spending, we observe an increased lag between The field of Smart Governance has been
getting traction in recent years due to widespread awareness in providing transparency in
governance and involving public in decision making. While maintaining western
democratic principles, government bodies need to implement institutional formats and
mechanisms in order to keep up with ever changing dynamics in an interconnected
society. We believe that governments can use data driven approaches in enacting policies
for fostering participation and collaboration with the public at various levels. Active
involvement with public as well as stakeholders would help cities reach a level of “Smart
Governance” [39][40] which will create a more sustainable economic environment.
[41][42]. Hence, different aspects of Smart Governance include feasibility, contribution
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from stakeholders and increased transparency and coordination. Various empirical studies
done have also supported this idea [42][43].
5.3 Use of Commonsense Knowledge
A recent work in the area of Smart Environment was to simulate human judgment in
mining social media data for a smarter environment. [26] The work involved mining
social media data and structured data by taking into account their domain-specific
context, incorporating commonsense knowledge in mining media opinions and focusing
on urban planning domain in a multicity environment. Methods such as classification and
clustering were used to get structured data from global sources and Twitter was used to
incorporate CSK and build domain KBs. The outcome of this work has an application for
predictive analysis in urbanization.
Another work in on enhancing autonomous vehicles with Commonsense [31] dealt with
advancing CSK in the area of Smart Mobility. The project aimed to utilize commonsense
knowledge in order to enable vehicles make humanlike decisions. The first step of the
project involved investigating existing literature related to CSK and domain-specific
knowledge bases. Then, a transportation domain KB was created by using the
transportation sector of WebChild. It is then modified by including images of obstacles
on the road when driving. The third step involved programming the domain KB for
transportation into a small robot which served as a simulated autonomous vehicle. The
robot was able to navigate well at a basic level using these instructions, however, was not
able to make complex decisions due to limitations in its computing power. Hence, this
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work proposed an approach using CSK to enhance decision making in automated driving
and built a transportation KB using filtering, ranking and augmentation. By enabling
image detection capabilities on a small robot, the system was able to make basic
recommendations based on its environment. It set the stage for more large-scale research
in this problem, useful from a Smart Mobility perspective.
Another related work which made use of CSK is a framework known as COTIR
(Commonsense Knowledge, Ontology and Text Mining for Implicit Requirements)
developed for identification and management of IMplicit Requirements (IMR) in the
requirements specification phase of the software development life cycle. By combining
CSK, text mining and ontology, the work showed that discovering and handling of
unknown as well as non-elicited requirements would reduce risks as well as costs for
software development [56]. The framework has great potential for AI applications such
as smart city tools.
In another study, concepts related to smart cities were discussed, where categories such
as “knowledge city and “resilient city” was used interchangeably by urban policy makers.
Issues of categories having distinct conceptual perspectives were addressed [57]. Their
design involved using articles in databases and counting co-occurring keywords,
presenting how keywords have evolved and building a network of keywords and
categories. The implicit use of Commonsense knowledge in this work made use of CSK
repositories and relevant domain KBs in the area of urbanization.
The use of routes which minimize the use of signals to maximize energy efficiency in
cities like Barcelona [1] as well as the dimming of street and canal lights based on
pedestrian usage in places like Amsterdam [1] can further benefit from the use of CSK.
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In another research study in the area of image processing, in order to improve the
accuracy of an object detection framework, contextual information such as global scene
context and geometric context was employed in the form of 3D surface orientations,
relative location and geographic information. [58] CSK provided the basis for contexts
related to spatiality and part-whole knowledge.
Transportation is one of the areas receiving the most attention in the field of AI today.
There has been much focus in the area of self-driving cars in order to minimize human
involvement in driving and make driving more efficient. Autonomous vehicles would
also would be of tremendous help for people without driving licenses or physical
handicaps which prevent them from driving. Hence, this is one of the most challenging
areas in Smart Mobility, as a reasonably effective autonomous vehicle should have the
capability of distinguishing different objects and make split second decisions at times of
danger. Existing object detection models may have some identification capabilities but do
not possess abilities for commonsense reasoning. [44] In 2016, a Tesla vehicle collided
with a truck as it mistook a truck for an overpass, due to the object detection system
finding similar attributes between a truck and an overpass. A machine with
Commonsense reasoning capabilities would have been able to distinguish between these
two objects and prevent the accident. An example of this type of knowledge is that we
know that an overpass is immobile while trucks are mobile.
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Figure 19: Object detection in Real Time Traffic [45]
Figure 19 shows a real time view of traffic in a busy street, where a slight miscalculation
resulting in an incorrect object classification can be hazardous.
In another piece of research [45], a method to tackle such a challenge was proposed
where VISIR ( VIsual and Semantic image label Refinement) labels [54] were used. The
technique of VISIR had three steps:
i) remove incoherent tags among visual labels
ii) extend tag spaces by adding visually similar tags missed by object detectors
iii) joint inference on enriched tag spaces, by integer linear programming.
VISIR labels serve to aid autonomous driving with respect to identifying vehicles and
abstraction, which refers to situations such as transportation, traffic jam and rush hour.
The use of object existence property of WebChild also helped to integrate this
methodology into autonomous vehicles.
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Hence, it is important for transportation systems to be able to make well-informed
decisions in order to promote safety, energy efficiency and cost effectiveness. Combining
CSK with neural models as well as deep learning can help address different problems
related to object detection. Another example of enhancing Smart Mobility is increasing
efficiency of street lights in places such as Amsterdam.




In this thesis, we have presented a contribution to the area of Smart Governance by
providing ways to use data driven decisions in this area. We first proposed a mapping
technique which maps ordinance and tweets to Smart City Characteristics (SCCs). We
then enhanced the original technique to allow for mapping of ordinances and tweets to
multiple SCCs. We also conducted a sentiment analysis of tweets and observed people’s
reactions towards different SCCs. Finally, we developed a three-step mapping approach
called TOLCS to link individual ordinances to tweets while reducing the complexity of
the mapping significantly. After submitting the results of our experiments to external
evaluators, we saw that our approaches satisfactorily accomplish their respective goals.
We believe that our work lays the groundwork for further research in the area of Data
Mining and Machine Learning, stimulating more AI tools in general.
6.2 Technical Contributions
The research involved in this work has been selected for publication at three different
conferences:
i) Mapping Ordinances and Tweets using Smart City Characteristics to Aid Opinion
Mining -The World Wide Web (WWW) Conference in April 2018 [53]
ii) Smart Governance Through Opinion Mining of Public Reactions- The IEEE
International Conference on Tools with Artificial Intelligence (ICTAI) 2018 in
November 2018.[52]
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iii) Pragmatics and Semantics to Connect Specific Local Laws with Public Reactions-
The IEEE Big Data Conference in Seattle, WA in December 2018.[51]
With the rise in interest in mining data from social media websites, the area of Smart
Governance has not been given as much attention. Our work in this area aims to help
law makers promote transparency and data driven decision making in enacting
ordinances. The technical contributions from this work are as follows:
1. Introducing a mapping technique to map ordinance and tweets to multiple SCC.
2. Conducting sentiment analysis to gauge people’s reactions towards tweets related
to different SCC and presenting a summary.
3. Building a Knowledge Base (KB) for SCC and ordinances using different sources
of Commonsense Knowledge to be used for semantic mapping.
4. Developing the TOLCS approach for mapping individual ordinances to tweets.
This involved a nontrivial task of significantly reducing the complexity of mapping
from polynomial time to linear time.
5. Evaluating the performance of the mapping techniques in order to depict its
effectiveness in aiding lawmakers in data driven decision making.
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6.3 Future Work
Our work represents an interesting solution for mapping ordinance and tweets to SCCs as
well as linking ordinances to tweets for gauging their public reactions, especially from a
Smart City angle. Further work in this study includes performance improvements to
handle larger quantities of data as well as improving accuracy of different mapping
techniques. This also includes achieving a finer level of granularity for analysis of
ordinance reactions within each Smart City Characteristic (for example, Smart
Environment could imply ordinances related to features such as pollution control, wildlife
preservation etc. and these could be analyzed in terms of their relevance with that
respective feature, along with public reactions). This would involve exhaustive study in
the area of Data Mining as well as Natural Language Processing. It would foster
collaborations among different researchers, including those in Urban Studies,
Environmental Science and related areas in order to optimize the existing techniques and
develop new approaches for solving various sub-problems as needed. The work can also
be extended to other applications such mapping news to tweets as well as conducting
historical analysis of tweets analogous to our current work.
This research activity on the whole encourages further research in the area of Big Data,
NLP and Sentiment Analysis. We believe aiding lawmakers in making data driven
decisions will help in improving transparency in governance and will help their cities
grow closer to becoming a Smart City. In general, this work also makes a positive impact
on sustainability.
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